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“Your Wedding”

Your wedding is one of the most important times of your life. If you choose
us as your Florist we promise to do all we can to provide you with everything you
desire to make your special day PERFECT!
We are very good at what we do, as a team we have many years of
experience and excel in the art of Floral Design. We take great pride not only in
our design skills but, also in our customer service. We have a wide variety of
beautiful flowers available to us, 12 months a year, from several very prominent
Vendors.
Sometimes no matter how hard we try, sometimes no matter how hard our
Vendors try; we cannot always get exactly what we want when it comes to a
specific variety of Flowers or a specific Flower color. We will do our best working
with our Vendors but, we may have to make substitutions in order to complete
your order. Please trust us and our experience to capture the look and feel you
desire for your special day.
Your first wedding consultation is FREE. We recommend that your first, sit
down consultation, be no less than 6 months prior to your Wedding Date at
Chapel Hill Floral. This consultation should take no longer than an hour. It’s very
helpful and important that you be as prepared as possible. We will provide you
with a Bridal Profile Sheet, in advance, which will be helpful. We ask that you
bring with you any other information you may have such as, swatches or pictures
you may have from websites or magazines. One web site we recommend is

wwww.chapelhillfloral.net. Once at the site, select Weddings to view various
Wedding Flower selections. We also ask that you try to limit the amount of
people you bring to your consultation. We have limited space in our consultation
area. Our experience shows that more than 2 people make the process more
difficult when it comes to decision making. Our suggestion would be that you
bring your maid of honor or the mother of the bride. We also request that you
not bring children to your consultation to eliminate any distractions.
After your Wedding Consultation you will receive a quote/contract by mail
with the services you have entrusted to us.
If you choose Chapel Hill Floral for your Wedding Flowers, we do require a
Deposit Fee to secure your Wedding Date. (first come, first serve, we limit the
amount of Weddings per weekend)
We hope you will choose us for your wedding flowers. Please feel free to
stop in or give us a call to set up a consultation time.
Thank you
Chapel Hill Floral

